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TNT Australia’s new TNT Local Exchange service delivers on our 
commitment to make parcel pick-ups and returns as easy as possible. 
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TNT Local Exchange offers a comprehensive national parcel delivery network of approximately 
1,000 local businesses to give receivers the ability to collect or return their TNT parcel at a time and 
location that’s convenient for them.

What is TNT Local Exchange?  
Where TNT is unable to complete the delivery of a parcel to the receiver’s address, TNT may deliver 
the parcel to a TNT Local Exchange for collection by the receiver*.

The TNT Local Exchange service is a national partnership network made up of NParcel’s 
independent newsagents – many with extended trading hours and seven-day-a-week accessibility. 
It’s an innovative solution that puts you and your customers   in control.

Real-time tracking and notifications available online and delivered via TNT’s mobile web services 
give you and your customers up to date information on a parcel’s location and expected time of 
delivery. TNT Local Exchange partners carry out identification checks when parcels are collected to 
provide security and peace of mind.

Benefits of the TNT Local Exchange service
Providing greater choice and more convenience, some of the many benefits of TNT Local 
Exchange include: 
• Choices – receivers decide where and when to collect/drop off their parcel 
• Control & visibility – stay connected and up to date with real-time notifications and tracking: 

online and via the free TNT app 
• Convenience – saves time and avoids the frustration of missed deliveries
• Reliability – safe, reliable and secure Australia-wide network
• Expertise – with over 65 years’ worth of experience in logistics and transportation, we are 

continuously designing new solutions so you can focus on your core business

*Conditions and limitations apply, including limitations to size, weight and number of parcels; see               
www.tnt.com.au for further details and applicable terms & conditions. 

For more information on the new TNT Local Exchange delivery solution contact                             
your TNT sales representative, visit www.tnt.com.au or call TNT on 13 11 50. 


